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Since 1995, the Commissariat A I'Energie Atomique (CEA) and the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretd
Nucidaire (IRSN) in collaboration with the AREVA/GOGEMA Company have been developing a criticality-
safety package called'CRISTAL'. The CRISTAL system involves the newest accurate French codes, APOLLO2,
MORET4 and TRIPOL14 and uses the JEF2.2 European File. The experimental validation of the VO version of
CRISTAL has revealed some insufficiencies and some parts need to be added. For version VI, the existing
calculation schemes were improved and new ones were conceived. These recommended design calculation
routes were checked by reference code calculations. Then, they were validated against specific criticality
experiments.

1. Introduction a 99-group or 172-group structure and supports any
anisotropy degree development of the cross-sections.

The French criticality-safety package 'CRISTAL'I'l In the CRISTAL package the 172-group structure is
was developed within the framework of a joint project used.
between the CEA, the IRSN and the
AREVA/COGEMA company to respond to the needs DESIGN ROUTE REFERENCE ROUTF

of French nuclear industries reduction of their
operational margins, taking bum up credit into
account.

I Depletion calcul ons
The experimental validation of the first version of (DARWrN, CES

this package, CRISTAL VO, highlighted some
insufficiencies (strong under-evaluation of the UPS
multiplication factor k, in the cases of the metal EA93

mediums and the S/A storage configurations) and
some parts need to be added such as slabs S/A cases.
The purpose of the new version of CRISTAL, APOLL02

CRISTAL V[21, is to improve the prediction of the Sclf-shielding
Flux calculation, B.'

kff on the field aready covered by CRISTAL VO, and densation and homogenization

to extend it to other configurations found in the uel
cycle. r TRIPOL14

APOLL02 Monte-Carlo

Sn calculations �M.nle MCaroEmI4tigroup Continuous Energy
2. Presentation of the Criticality-Safety Package [ID, D Geomctri calculations 3D calculations

CRISTAL

The CRISTAL package presented in Figure I Fig. The CRISTAL criticality-safety package

includes two calculation routes an industrial or
design route (SN or multigroup Monte-Carlo route) The self-shielded and homogenized cross-sections
with the multiVoup cross section library CEA93 and from APOLL02 are used for Sn calculations or by the
the APOLL02 [31 and MORET4 141 codes, as wall as a multigroup Monte-Carlo code, MORET4, for 

reference route using the continuous energy Monte- calculations.
Carlo code, TRIPOLI 4t5l. Both routes are based on To take bum-up credit into account, the French fuel

161 depletion codes (CESAR['], DARWIN"") werethe Joint European nuclear data file JEF 22 .
The industrial route is based on APOLLO2 a user connected to the CRISTAL package.

oriented, modular code. APOLL02 solves the integral
form of the Boltzmann equation through the collision 3. Calculation schemes for the design route
probability method (Pij method), and/or the integro- 'APOLL02 - Sn'
differential transport equation, using the discrete
ordinates method. The Sn modules were developed to For the design route the calculation includes two
perform large 2D-geometry calculations methods steps 
such as the Sn-nodal technique, were implemented. creation of the self-shielded and homogenized
The APOLL02 library, called CEA93, can be used in cross-sections by APOLLO2, using the Pij

method,
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- calculation of the keff on the studied 3.1.2 Homogenization strategy

configurations by APOLL02, using the Sn In order to homogenize arid/or collapse the self-
method. shielded cross-sections, the best weighting function

must be found.
These two steps require well-assessed calculation - Storage pools of PWR S/A

schemes adapted to each standard configuration of the The studies carried out for the former CRISTAL
nuclear fuel cycle. The development of these schemes version (VO) recommended a homogenization of the
is based on an optimization of the ratio calculation overall PWR S/A. It also highlighted a systematic
accuracy computing time. trend of 600 pcm in flux trap concept (absorber plate

Their definition and their validation are carried out surrounding the S/A) due to the homogenization at the
by using design calculation/reference calculation S/A boundary.
comparisons. The reference calculation is either the To correct this, the assembly is homogenized by
TRIPOL14 calculation, or the rigorous APOLL02 differentiating the peripheral cells from the central
calculation. cells. Then, the environmental influence on the S/A

peripheral cells is taken into account more effectively
3.1 Procedures for the Pij calculation (cf. Table 1).

The Sn and multigroup Monte-Carlo calculation Table 1 : Homogenization effect for storage pool of
accuracy greatly depends on the validity of the UOX S/A
homogenized, and potentially collapsed, cross sections.
Therefore, special attention is given to the elaboration k.
of these Pij procedures. CRISTAL VO CRISTAL V (Pcm)

In this paper, only the mdified and new Water blade 1.17645 1.18290 +548
calculation schemes compared to the former version of
CRISTAL 191 are presented: Borated steel 0.93784 0.94579 +848

-storage pools of PWR S/A, blade I

-storage pools of plate-type S/A, - Storage pools of plate-Me S/A
-metal medium. The multi-cells modeling used for LATR S/A is not

applicable to the plate-type S/A. The flux calculated
3.1.1 Self-shieldingcalculation by the Pij method on the S/A 2D geometry generates

The APOLL02 self-shielding formalism has been very significant computing times. In APOLL02 a
extensively validated in the area of reactor physics [101 module automatically determines a space
by comparison with Monte-Carlo or fine slowing- discretization of the 2D geometry. The analysis of the
down methods. Hence, this validation work is useful flux space variations resulting from a previous Sn
for criticality-safety. calculation automatically allows the collapse of the

- Storage pools of PATR S/A initial geometry meshes into flat flux meshes, with a
Special attention has been given to the impact of given accuracy. The computing time of the Pij

the Dancoff effect at the S/A-water blade boundary. calculation is decreased, while the geometry modeling
Validations studies have been carried out by remains in 2D. Table 2 shows the neutronic
comparison with a reference calculation where the parameters and computing time variation versus given
self-shielding of each ftiel pin of the S/A is accuracy on flux. This study was performed on a
differentiated. The main conclusion of these studies is SPERT-D S/Al"I infinite lattice.
that an "average self-shielding" model (unique type of
self-shielding pin) is a good approximation the Table 2 Flat flux criterion influence over the
discrepancy with the reference calculation is only +5 neutronic parameters and the co uting time
pcm for UOX and MOX S/A. E Meshes CoMp. A" AM2/M2 A.B2/B1 Ak"ff

- Storage pools of plate-jype S/A oog((Di/(Dj)<r) number time(s.) (pcm) (0/6) (pcm)
The self-shielding calculation of the plate-type S/A 0 1235 6327.4 - - -

0.025 177 457.9 219 -0.04 0.93 6
described by a D geometry requires significant 0.05 73 290.3 424 0.03 1.70 8
computing time. The self-shielding calculation on a 0.07 53 253.6 599 0.07 2.36 10
ID plane geometry, modeling the perpendicular axis 0.1 37 1 221.6 1554-FO 13 1 6.18 1 21
to the plate-type ftiel, very strongly decreases the

computing time without reducing the calculation The optimum accuracy is around 0.05 as shown in
accuracy the discrepancy is only +2 pcm. Figure 2.

- Metal Medium
For the metal mediums, the self-shielding of the

cross sections does not improve the calculation
accuracy in the case of small moderation ratios. The
neutron flux spectrum is fast it is located out of the
resonance field.
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0 (A Q (At/ t) (AtIt) compared to a reference calculation (a S. calculation).

-*-(AB2/M/ (At/t) -X-(AVI�,P WA) The extrapolation to S. is made using the formula of

0.30 ............. .. .. .. . ...... ................ .......... . K ato in ter s of k ff (1)

k�ff (S.) = [4.keff(S2n)-kff(Sn)1/3 (1)
0 2 5 ............ ........ .. ............ ................ ......... ..

However, for a very small configuration (radius <
L 020 ....... . ........ .... .. 10 cm for a sphere, radius < cm for a cylinder and

half thickness < cm for a plate), the S32 angular5 0.15
0rder is necessary to obtain a lower discrepancy than

0.10 3 0 pern compared to a S. calculation.R

0.05 3.2.3 Anisotropic scattering

0.00 The CRISTAL VO experimental validation
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 feedback had shown a kff under-prediction for metal

flatfiwaftMone mediums because of not taking into account the high
Fig. 2 Neutronic parameters sensitivity to energy anisotropy of the heavy nucleus.

the flat flux criterion Thus, the U and Pu isotopes with P9 expansion

The studies showed that it is necessary to were processed for the CEA93 library. As shown in
differentiate the S/A container, the ends of fuel plates Table 4 studies have led to 

_ the use of a P3 modeling of the anisotropic
and the peripheral fuel plate and the central fuel region scattering giving accurate results compared to the
(cf. Figure 3. P9 modeling.

- The discrepancy with the reference calculation
7T77777= (TFJPOL14) being reduced.

Table 4 Anisotropy degree effect for
121PU-NET-FAST-001 benchmark[

exact geometry homogenized geometry Anisotropy Ak/k(P9) Ak/k(TRIPOL14)

Fig. 3 Plate-type S/A homogenization order (pcm) (pcm)
PO +9679 +9545

The homogenization effect is about 400 pcm. pi -648 -769

P3 -1 -123
3.2 Procedures for the Sn route P5 O -122P9 122

In the S method, we have to treat space, angular

and energy variables through discretization. We must 3.2.4 Spatial discretization
also expand the scattering cross-sections in Legendre In order to respect the criteria (A/X)<2jgjj where A
polynomials. All these discretizations involve some is the mesh spacing, the mean free path and the
numerical inaccuracies that must be assessed against minimum value of 1g,,j in the quadrature set, we
reference calculations. recommend:

3.2.1 Energy collapsing - with the S16 quadrature : mesh of I centimeter in

To reduce computing time, the cross sections are the fuel and 0.5 cm at the fuel-reflector boundary,
_ with the S32 quadrature (metallic media) mesh

collapsed from 172 energy groups to 20 12 fast of 0.5 centimeter in the fuel and a few millimeters
energy groups, thermal energy groups). The energy at the fuel-reflector boundary.
collapsing effect on various configurations is

presented in Table 3 4. Numerical and experimental validation

Table 3 Energy collapsin effect 4.1 Validation database
Configuration AU (pc

Bare Pu metallic sphere +22 A large experimental database is used to validate
Highly enriched U solution sphere +103 these design route calculation schemes. Critical

UOX S/A storage pools +9 experiments are selected to investigate all the
with borated steel plates operations encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle.

These come from several different sources so as to

3.2.2 Angular discretization avoid systematic errors that might affect a whole
Studies have shown that accurate results can be experimental program provided by a single laboratory.

obtained with a S16 angular discretization. The kff The experiments used for the validation are taken
values are calculated within 30 pcm accuracy
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from the ICSBEP handbook 131 or carried out in calculation/experiment discrepancies for uranium and
French experimental facilities. plutonium configurations are respectively 401 ± 113

The validation database of the CRISTAL VI pcm and 713 ± 372 pcm using P3 anisotropy degree
package for the APOLL02-Sn route contains for the heavy nucleus against respectively 765 ± 161
approximately 850 experimental configurations with pcm and 1271 305 pcm, using the PI

- updating of the CRISTAL VO validation approximation.
database,

- additional data with experiments involving 200

slabs, arrays of UOX and MOX fuel rods, 0 T T
plate-type fuels, fuel-pin lattices in nitrate -200

solutions, fissile solutions, fissile powders,
fissile metal, 400

- specific programs with heterogeneous lattices, _-6W
E

- experimental programs dedicated to Bum U S.
Credit conducted by the CEA and the IRSNI 14F A-800

COOO

The validation database contains the following -1200 9

experiments classified by type T
-1400

- low enriched uranium solutions 33 cases) -1600
- high enriched uranium solutions (I 5 cases) Uj W W W
- plutonium solutions 121 cases) -18W M X

- mixed uranium and plutonium solutions M CRISTAL VO CRISTAL V1

(32 cases) Fig. 4: U, Pu metal systems - design
- high and low uranium powders 69 cases) route/experiment discrepancies
- mixed uranium and plutonium powders 33 cases)
- array of low enriched UOX pins (I 81 cases) 4.2.2 Storage pools of PWR S/A

- array of MOX pins 60 cases) The PWR S/A storage pool calculation scheme is
- array of high enriched uranium pins 9 cases) validated through the analysis of the CRIST02
- array of plutonium pins 3 cases) experimenti"3. This experiment is devoted to
- array of uranium plate-type fuels (I cases) subcritical high-density fuel storage with different
- array of UOX and MOX in fissile solution absorber plates.

(6 cases)
- high enriched uranium metallic systems - Numerical validation

(59 cases) Numerical validation is made with UOX and MOX
- intermediate enriched uranium metallic systems S/A.

(11 cases) For the UOX S/A case, the design route/reference
- plutonium metallic systems 27 cases) route discrepancy is reduced with the CRISTAL VI
- mixed uranium and plutonium metallic systems calculation scheme, compared to VO as shown in

(33 cases) Figure 5. There is a systematic bias between the
design and reference route of about 500 pm.

4.2 Validation results

In this paragraph, the first results of the validation
of the CRISTAL VI design route, 'APOLLO-SN'are
presented. These mainly concerns the configurations
in which the calculation schemes were updated or
created.

4.2.1 Uranium, plutonium metallic systems

Several configurations of plutonium and metal
uranium spheres with different reflectors were
studied 
- HEU-MET-FAST-001, 004, 018, and 020

[13]ICSBEP benchmarks
- PU-MET-FAST-001, 004, and 027 CSBEP

[131benchmarks
Taking the heavy nuclei high-energy anisotropy

into account clearly improves calculation accuracy,
(see the CRISTAL VI curve in Figure 4. The average
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600 4.2.3 Storage pools of plate-type S/A
Numerical validations were made on SPERT-D

400 SW"' infinite lattices with different water blade

200 thickness. Table shows a good agreement between
TRIPOLI4 (CRISTAL reference route) and
APOLLO2-Sn (CRISTAL design route) calculation
results.

-200

-400 Table 5 : Plate-type S/A storage pool

-600 desi route/reference route comparison

800 * CRISTAL VO Water blade kff ke AkA- Thickness ff
-1000 M CRISTAL VI (TRIPOL14) (APOLL02-Sn) (pcm)

1 1.67149 ± 000042 1.67415 +159
E

E E 3.175 1.31703 ± 000037 1.31971 +203
cr= _U� E EE

-E 5. Conclusion
The objective of the CRISTAL VIE21 package is to

Fig. 5: UOX storage pools improve the prediction of the k on the field already
design route/reference route discrepancies covered by CRISTAL VO, and to extend it to other

configurations found in the fuel cycle.

For the MOX storage pools, the numerical The existing calculation schemes were improved
validation highlights an average over-prediction of and new ones were developed. Numerical validation
about 450 pcm for the design route compared to the shows a reduction of design route/reference route

reference route. discrepancies.
Moreover, the validation database of the

- ELperimental validation APOLLO2-Sn design route was extended. The first
The LEU-CONT-THERM-041 benchmark[151 results of the experimental validation sow an

(UOX S/A storage) is studied with the CRISTAL VI improvement of calculation quality compared to the
design route. The calculation/experiment CRISTAL VO package.
discrepancies are coherent with the experimental
uncertainty margins. Tese discrepancies are lower References
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